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FEATURES

 PLC Operation with student access to programming
 PC Interface available
 Graphical displays and coloured mimic screens
 Facility to build electrical circuits

DESCRIPTION

An invaluable aid in the effective understanding of the refrigeration process. The
equipment is designed for the study of thermodynamics of vapour compression
refrigeration cycle by way of demonstration and experimentation.
Hermetically sealed compressor is used for compressing refrigerant. Both condenser
and evaporator are air cooled and housed in an acrylic chamber. Eco-friendly
refrigerant R134 is used.

PLC CONTROLLED AND COMPUTER
INTERFACE REFRIGERATION TRAINING
SYSTEM

MODEL: RAC33



There is a facility to build electrical circuit using patch chord cables. This helps
trainees understand basic electrical concepts of
refrigeration system.
A separate PLC panel is optionally available. The PLC
can be programmed by the trainees. The program can
be tested on a simulator. Once the simulation is
successful, the PLC can be interfaced with the
equipment for experiments.

Optionally the equipment can be interfaced with PC.
The software displays the data in graphical as well as
tabular form.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Self -explanatory operating manuals are provided with each system. Detailed
theory as well as practical exercises is also included in the manual

LIST OF EXPERIMENT

1. To understand the principal of low temperature control using
temperature switch

2. To configurate and operate circuit for low temperature control
3. Study the typical refrigeration cycle
4. Determination of coefficient of performance
5. Computer based data acquisition
6. PLC programming and its application for Refrigeration system

COMPONENTS

1. Compressor:
 Hermetically sealed
 Refrigerant: R134a
 Capacity: 0.3 T

2. Air cooled Condenser with fan
3. Expansion Device:

 Capillary
4. Air cooled Evaporator with fan
5. Transparent acrylic chamber with louvre
6. Pressure gauges, 2 nos.
7. Temperature indicator
8. Temperature controller
9. Power transmitter
10. Pressure transmitter, 4 nos.
11. Temperature transmitter with sensors, 9 nos.



12. Digital V-meter (only digital display, not interfaced with PC)
13. Digital A-meter (only digital display, not interfaced with PC)
14. Pressure sensor, transmitter 2 nos.
15. HP LP Cut out
16. Control Panel

 Houses switches, indicator, Interface
device

 Electrical test points
 Connection points for the students to

build individual circuits
17. Interface:

 16 channel 10 bit ADC
 Digital display
 USB port

18. Software: Windows based. Following
parameter are connected to the PC

 Temperature
 Pressure
 Power input
 The software displays instantaneous

value of the parameters
 Facility to log data
 Facility to display calculated data like COP

19. PLC:

 Supplied with four ladder logic program for pre-determined experiments
 PLC software supplied for students to learn programming
 Facility to connect/disconnect PLC to the Trainer

20. Structure: Aluminium extruded profile sections, duly anodised

OPTIONAL ADDITIONAL

1. PC with Colour monitor

SERVICES REQUIRED

 Electric supply

(1) Since research and development is an on-going activity, the specifications mentioned herein are subject to change without notice
(2) Photographs are indicative only
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